
More matter matters



REMEMBER: Each “ball” can represent 
an atom,
a  molecule made of many atoms, or
an ion



Gases

 Compressible

 Low density

 Expansive

 Heat of vaporization 
higher

 Low compressibility

 Higher density

 Fixed volume

 Heat of fusion lower

Liquids & solids



 Covalent bonding – shared electron pairs

 Ionic bonding – oppositely charged particles

 INTERMOLECULAR  forces (IMF)– partial charges on 
molecule cause attraction between molecules

 Dipole-dipole 
 Usually about 1% of covalent or ionic bond strength

 Hydrogen bonding
 Special case of dipole-dipole, much stronger

 London dispersion
 Instantaneous dipole  induced dipole

 Ion-dipole interactions – solubility of ionic 
compounds in polar solvents



 Each ball represents a molecule, atoms held together with 
covalent bonds

 State change does NOT break covalent bonds
 For water, ∆ Hvap = 40.7 kJ/mol vs. 

bond energy O–H = 934 kJ/mol of water



 Hydrogen – small size allows close approach

 Bound to atom with high electronegativity (F, O, N) 
causing great polarity

 Results:
 Strong attractive forces

 Raised boiling points

 Important in alcohols, R–OH



 characteristic crystalline structure – snowflakes!

 decreased density of solid

 high heat capacity

 drop formation

 surface tension



•Notice period 2
•Small atoms, allow close approach of dipoles
•High electronegativity difference increase strength of 
dipole moment



Boiling points

112K 249K                313K                334K

CCl4: 350K



 Non-polar substances STILL evidence some attraction 
between particles – liquidity even solidity

 Electrons in constant motion

 Possible to have momentary imbalance of electrons

 Instantaneous dipole result

 Lead to induced dipole in neighboring particles

 More electrons around atom/molecule, more possible 
ways to become imbalanced





 Importance of London 
dispersion forces increases 
as number of electrons 
increases

 In other words, large 
atoms/molecules with many 
electrons are more 
polarizable, have more 
polarizability



Physical

 Change in form NOT 
chemical composition

 Disrupt intermolecular 
forces

 Change in chemical 
composition/formula(s)

 Disrupt intramolecular
forces (bonds)

Chemical



 Dissolution of ionic compounds

 Formula stays the same BUT ionic bonds are broken



 Properties to consider and relate to IMF
1) Boiling point

2) Vapor pressure

3) Viscosity

4) Surface tension

5) Capillary action

6) Miscibility 

7) Interactions with ionic, polar, and non-polar solids



 Boiling point increases

 Surface tension (resistance to increasing surface area)  
increases

 Viscosity (resistance to flow) increases

 Capillary action (wall climbing) in container with 
polar bonds increases

 Vapor pressure (volatility) decreases



 Substances are miscible (form solutions together) 
when IMF attractions are similar

 Water and alcohol – both have hydrogen bonding so 
attract each other

 Water and oil – hydrogen bonding vs. LDF, water more 
strongly attracted to water than oil





Crystalline

 Regular arrangement

 Represent with lattice of 
points

 Repeating  3-D pattern

 Unit cell (like plaid)

 Cleavage - diamond 
faceted

 Disorderly

 Chonchoidal fracture 
(pop bottle break)  

Amorphous



 What’s located at lattice points?

 What force type holds points together?

 Answers to these questions determines many 
properties of the solid



 Create representations of
 Ionic

 Metallic

 Covalent

 Molecular, including differences in polarity

 Connect properties of each type to structure and to 
interactions

 Develop schema for IDing bond type using observed 
properties 





 Mixture of elements

 Metallic properties

 Two types
1) substitutional – some host metal atoms replaced by 

another metal of similar size
Example: brass – Cu with some Zn, sterling silver –Ag with Cu

2) interstitial – some holes in host metal filled with 
smaller atoms

Example: steel - Fe with C





 Desired properties maximized by mixture

 Property examples
 Strength

 Hardness (less malleable)

 Corrosion resistance

 Change conductivity

 Change melting point






